Abstract. Chebyshev expansion coefficients, accurate to forty decimal places, for the functions sine, cosine, and tangent, are tabulated.
1. Introduction. Sets of Chebyshev expansion coefficients for a number of functions have been available in the literature for some time. The most notable such published compilations are those due to Clenshaw [1] and Luke [2] , both of which include expansions for the elementary trigonometric functions to be considered here.
Most of these published sets of coefficients are for accuracies of up to twenty decimal places. Although this precision is adequate for most purposes, there are in existence a number of machines with floating-point systems which work to significantly higher accuracies; for instance double precision on ICL 1900 (22D) and CDC 6000 and 7000 (28D) and extended precision on IBM 370 and ICL 2900 (35D). Also, a number of micro-codable mini machines exist which for special applications may have floatingpoint arithmetics provided for accuracies higher than 20D. It was, therefore, considered desirable that some of the more basic expansions should be updated to provide for higher precisions. In this paper we present Chebyshev expansions for the basic trigonometric functions, sine(x), cosine(x) and tangent(x) for accuracies up to 40D.
In the next sections we present tables of the coefficients for the Chebyshev expansions for these functions, and the methods by which the expansions were generated and checked will be outlined. The results presented here arose out of the work being done by the author on the provision of transportable special function routines for the NAG library [3] .
2. The Expansions. Five expansions will be tabulated, two each for sine and cosine and one for tangent.
(i) Cos(Ö) = 2,L0 arTr(t)* -tt/2 < 0 < tt/2, t = 2(2ö/tt)2 -1 (ii) Sin(0) = 0 S;=0 arTrit), -tt/2 < 0 < tt/2, t = 2(20/tt)2 -1 *The notation 2^_0 is used for the summation with the zeroth order coefficient divided by 2. The Chebyshev polynomials denoted by T (t) are defined on the range -1 < t < +1 such that Tr(t) = Cos[r arccos(f)].
The polynomials defined on 0 < t < 1 are denoted by T*(t), however this form has not been used except in passing. The two forms are related T* (f) = 7^(2 f-1). It should be noted that in each case the function actually expanded is an even function of 0 and so as a polynomial in 8 the expansions involve only even powers. In order to avoid using the zero odd order coefficients the expansion variable r has been used such that t = 2(0) -1. This mapping is suggested by the relations T2r(6) = T*(62) = Tr(282 -1). It should also be noted that in the case of sine and tangent which are odd functions the zero at 0 = 0 is extracted explicitly by use of an auxiliary function of 0. This enables relative accuracy to be preserved for very small arguments.
(iii) Cos(0) = S;=0 ar Trit), -tt/4 < 0 < tt/4, t = 2(40/tt)2 -1 3. Generation and Checking of Expansions. Two methods were used to generate the four expansions for sine and cosine. The first and simplest of these "economizes" the power series, the second obtains a Chebyshev expansion solution to the appropriate differential equation.
If we have a function yiu) which is represented to within our required accuracy by a truncated power series (note -1 < u < +1), then the resulting simple polynomial can be simply rearranged expressing it in terms of the Chebyshev polynomials.
That is, we say This recursion and summation is extremely straightforward to program and provided arithmetic working and truncation accuracies for the power series are chosen to allow a reasonable margin for error (a few decimal places over the required accuracy)tt the resulting as provide accurate estimates of the Chebyshev expansion coefficients. As is well known, the Chebyshev expansion coefficients will normally be much smaller for large order than the corresponding power series coefficients ias ~ b ¡2S~1 or better).
Therefore, in order to represent the required function the number of terms that need to be retained in the Chebyshev form is usually very much smaller than for the original power series. Turning to the actual functions in question, the actual expansion variables used were of the form t = 2(0/X)2 -1 where 0 was allowed to range from -X to + X. This expansion form is used because all the functions actually expanded are even functions of 0 and, hence, involve only even powers or orders of polynomial. It should be noted that (4) Z' ar W " Z' arT*ie2ß2) = £' «,T2r(0/X).
r-0 r= 0 r= 0 tfThe conversion of a simple polynomial to Chebyshev form is a numerically stable process so being ultra cautious and working to accuracies and tolerances a few decimal places better than actually required should achieve results of sufficient accuracy.
Thus taking the expansion variable u as 0/X we would obtain for Cos(0), say i-l)rl2CK/r\y reven | 0 rodd [ ' This will generate a set of Chebyshev coefficients as in which the odd orders are zero and the even, s = 2r, may be equated with the required ar in (4). This process can be performed for any value of X. The values used, for obvious reasons were zr/2 and 7z/4. The whole process was programmed in Algol 68 using the facilities for multiple length arithmetic provided by Mlaritha [4] . The working accuracy used was 48 decimal figures and the power series was truncated at TV = 50 with a truncation error of order 10-ss for the cosine series X = rr/2. Similar accuracy criteria were used for the other series which follow similar patterns. The resulting expansion coefficients were rounded to forty decimal places and written to permanent file storage.
The solution of differential equation*technique was outlined in [5] . It is easy to show that for the cosine and sine the functions actually being expanded satisfy the following linear differential equations in terms of the expansion variable t = 2 (0/X)2 -1.
For cosine
For «ne (7) 2(1 + t)y + 3y *j-y -0, yi-l) = l.j(-l) = -X2/12.
These differential equations can be used to find the Chebyshev expansion coefficients for the solution v(r) in each case. The basic method is essentially that outlined in Fox and Parker [6] . Assuming that yif) can be represented by a Chebyshev expansion, then from the differential equation it can be shown that the coefficient ar satisfies an infinite set of linear equations, Aa = b. The first two rows of the matrix A and vector b arise from the boundary conditions and the differential equation determines the subsequent rows. This set of equations may be solved approximately by assuming that all coefficients ar with r greater than some N are negligible and, hence, may be approximated by zero. This reduces the infinite set of equations to an easily solved finite set. In fact, the required value of N can be determined as part of the solution process. The matrix A is normally diagonally dominant, except for the first few rows and a simple Crout LU decomposition technique will provide a sufficiently accurate solution. The LU decomposition is independent of any increase in order of the system, and so the process can be performed iteratively. At any order N the next partial row and column can be formed, and the decomposition extended from order N -Wo N. The forward substitution can also be similarly extended. The first step of the backward substitution, which is trivial, then gives an estimate of the value of the coefficient aN included in the nonzero set. The process can be terminated when aN is sufficiently small; in fact, the process is normally terminated when two successive coefficients are less than the required tolerance. At this point the full solution set is generated by backward substitution. This differential equation solving technique has been programmed as a general package called CHEBEXP [7] , using Algol 68 and the multiple precision arithmetic capability provided by Mlaritha [4] . The differential systems (6) and (7) were solved using a working accuracy of 48 decimal figures and a termination tolerance of 10_4S. The resulting coefficients were rounded to 40D and stored in permanent file storage.
The use of these two independent methods for obtaining the same expansion coefficients gives an excellent check on the accuracy of the final expansions. The expansions tabulated in the previous section were those actually produced by the first technique but in all cases the results from the differential equation method were identical. As a further check the Chebyshev expansions were summed for selected values of t where the sum is known exactly, or at least to accuracies greater than 40D. In all cases the resulting sums were correct to within a few parts in the fortieth decimal place, the error being entirely due to the effects of rounding to 40D [81.
Basically neither of the above techniques is practical for the tan(x) expansions. where Cr and Sr are the Chebyshev expansion coefficients of Cos(0) and Sin(0)/0, respectively. It is again easy to show that this implies that the ar satisfy an infinite set of linear equations. This set of equations can then be "solved" by techniques similar to those outlined above. This was in fact done. The coefficients Cr and Sr were taken from runs of the previous techniques which were designed to produce coefficients accurate to about 50D. The tangent expansion coefficients were then generated using a working accuracy of 48D and termination tolerance of 10-45; and as before, the resulting coefficients were rounded to 40D and stored. In this case we did not have the luxury of a second method for the expansion; but again, check sums were calculated at selected points, and the sums were found to be correct to the expected accuracy.
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